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Background: Gendered voter evaluations

No systematic voter bias
Schwarz & Coppock, 2020; Van Oosten,
Mügge, & Van der Pas, 2020
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Background: Gendered media content

Persisting gender differences
in political media coverage
Van der Pas & Aaldering, 2020
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Media-moderated candidate evaluations

(1) What overall gender effect…
(2) on which evaluation outcomes…
(3) for which media moderators?
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Meta-analytic review: eligibility & selection
1.
2.
3.
4.

Political context
Experimental design (gender × aspect of media coverage…)
Stimulus material part of “journalistic decision”
Candidate evaluation

Study selection: PRISMA guidelines

50 studies (n)

Moher et al., 2009

671 evaluations (k)

23’000 participants
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Meta-analytic review: information search
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Meta-analytic review: coding & analysis
Smallest unit of coding (k)

Single gender difference
per evaluation outcome
and experimental
condition (as Hedges’ g)
Borenstein & Hedges,
2019; Lipsey &
Wilson, 2001

Data Analysis
 Bayesian random-effects models with weakly informative priors
Higgins, Thompson, &
 Subgroup analyses
Spiegelhalter, 2009;
• Media moderators
Röver, 2020
• Evaluation outcomes
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Results: overall g = 0.06 [-0.08:0.20]
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Media moderators: coverage tonality
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Media moderators: trait & issue coverage
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Media moderators: appearance & personalization
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Media moderators: coverage of behaviors
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Discussion & conclusion
(Some) evidence of media moderation
“Protection” from negativity
Communality as an electoral liability?

But: mostly gender similarities!
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Thank you for your attention!

Questions?
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Sources of heterogeneity in observed effects
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Priors
μ ~ Cauchy(0,

1
)
√2

τ ~ Inverse-Gamma(1, 0.15)

Visualizations from Gronau et al., 2017
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Meta-regression: publication year
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Results: publication bias
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GENDER AND MEDIA MATTERS
WIDENING THE HORIZONS OF THE FIELD OF STUDY
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Linguistic gender biases in the representations of populist
and non-populist Italian leaders. A textual analysis of the
comments of their followers on Facebook.
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Introduction
SOCIAL REPRESENTATIONS AND GENDER STEREOTYPES
Starting from the theory of social representations, particularly
sensitive to the role of both mass media in the construction and
dissemination of representations (Moscovici, 2001; Moscovici &
marková, 1998), and of language as a tool to maintain or
overcome gender stereotypes (Sensales, Areni, Baldner, 2018), we
hypothesized the non-neutrality and opacity of language.

LANGUAGE AS A TOOL
In this way, language can promote and direct inferences through specific
linguistic markers, making its function of particular interest to social
psychologists. On the other hand, language is also considered a powerful
symbolic resource which participate in the construction of the social
reality, making the study of social representations particularly salient
(Caillaud, Bonnot, Ratiu, & Krauth-Gruber, 2016). These studies have a long
tradition centered on gender differences both in the common sense of
different social groups and in the mass media (Aebischer, 1985; Arruda,
2003; Duveen, 1993; Kruse, Weimer, and Wagner, 1988).

SOCIAL MEDIA AND POPULISM
Within a such theoretical framework, we decided to explore the
comments to the posts published on Facebook by two pairs of
political leaders, a woman and a man, two right-wing populists, and
two left-wing non-populists.
In this latter regard, the network media logic (Klinger, Svensson,
2015), based on horizontality and disintermediation, allows populist
leaders to interact directly with their followers, making these
media a privileged communication tool for populism.

THE FOLLOWERS’ FEEDBACK
Despite this centrality, social media have become the object of
study of political communication only in recent years. Our
investigation is part of this recent focus.
Political communication via Facebook was the subject of a study
for the social sciences almost always centered on leaders' posts
and followers' reactions, completely omitting the analysis of
the related comments. With this survey, we aim to fill this gap.

Introduction
GENDER DIFFERENCES
& INTERSECTIONALITY
Regarding gender differences, our
theoretical perspective assumes that,
compared
to
the
past,
these
differences persist but may be more
nuanced according to the concepts of
fluidity of gender roles and
intersectionality, which presupposes
the existence of multiple identities that
intersect each other according to the
context they are located in (Weatherall
& Gallois, 2003; Wodak, 2015).
Through these constructs, the binary
conception of gender linked to the
more traditional stereotypes that
operate at a societal level is overcome.

DOES LANGUAGE CONVEY
GENDER STEREOTYPES?
On the other hand, we start from the
assumption that our understanding of
other human beings strongly depends
on language. Studying any differences
in the communicative style of the
comments of followers to posts
produced by women and men leaders
can reveal the central role that language
can have, both formally and in terms of
content. Language can thus maintain
gender
stereotypes,
helping
to
perpetuate the perception of a "kernel
of truth", at the basis of those
stereotypes (see Newman et al, 2008),
or it can push towards an overcoming
of such stereotypes by promoting social
change.

OUR RESEARCH
With respect to this interpretative
framework, our research question
focuses on the analysis of comments to
the posts of two pairs of politicians:
• Giorgia Meloni (leader of the rightwing party Brothers Of Italy) vs.
• Matteo Salvini (leader of the rightwing party League), and
• Laura Boldrini (left-wing leader and
former President of the Chamber of
Deputies), vs.
• Nicola Zingaretti (secretary of leftwing Democratic Party).

Aims & Objectives
The present study is an exploratory research aims to analyze eventual language differences among the most rated comments to the posts published by the
leaders' official pages.
➢ Our general goal is to determine wheather such language differences are due to a leader's gender interpretated as stereotypical or counter-stereotypical.
In particular, we aimed to detect reference to:
1. Appeal to collective identity related to:
•
Their own leader and political party (specific ingroup);
•
Italian people and other larger groups (superordinate ingroup)
2. Outgroups
3. "Otherness", identified as a deviance (in populist discourse) or a diversity to include (in non-populist discourse)
4. Pandemic, in function of:
•
The different role played by populist (in opposition) and non-populist (at the government);
•
The leader's gender identity. We expected reference to the war metaphor in comments to men leaders, while reference to the care metaphor in
comments to women leaders.
5. Agentic or communal dimension salience related to respectively men or women leaders.
6.

Negative or positive polarity evaluative dimension, interpretable as a function of expressivity and affectivity and, therefore, sensitive to the leaders' gender
identity.

7.

Affective expressions by the followers towards their leader. Vocative locutions expressing direct and warm disintermediate contact. («Good morning», «Dear
Matteo», «Happy Christimas», …»

8.

Linguistic markers of naming strategy:
a. First name only (expected higher for women leaders, see Falk, 2008b; Uscinski & Goren, 2011);
b. Surname only (expected higher for men leaders, see Carlin & Winfrey, 2009)
c.
Office title («Deputy", «Senator", etc., expected higher for men leaders, see Uscinski and Goren, 2011; Falk, 2008a)
d. Personal title («Mr.", "Mrs.", expected higher for women leaders, see Uscinski and Goren, 2011; Falk, 2008a)

9.

Points 7, 8a) and 8d) were examined even considering an hypothesis of less formal language characterizing populist discourse (Ostinguy, 2017)

Methodology
Research material
•

The textual units (users’ comments) under analysis
are referred to right-wing populists Georgia Meloni
and Matteo Salvini and left-wing non-populists
Laura Boldrini and Nicola Zingaretti.

•

Between 05-09-2019 and 13-02-2021, we retrieved
43796 comments to 10949 posts (the four higher
ranked comments for each post) by employing
Facebook API.

LEFT-WING NON POPULIST

September 5 th , 2019

RIGHT-WING POPULIST

February 13 rd, 2021

Conte II cabinet
Statistical processing
•

We treated the texts with the VOSPEC stage of the
SPAD-T (Lébart, Morineau, & Bécue, 1989) to
compute the specificity indices of the vocabularies of
the followers.

The four parameter for calculating word-specificities
(cfr. Lébart et al., 1989; Lébart et al. 1998)

Methodology

TEXT ACQUISITION

Data gathered by using
Facebook’s API.
Dataframe building:
• 10949 comments: the four
most ranked comments
for each post.

PRE-PROCESSING

Stop-words removal
(il, lo, la, i gli, le, …).

WORD FREQUENCIES

SPAD-T:
• n-grams tokenization: range =(1,2)
• Raw frequencies count («Bag of
words»)
• Word-specificities (typical lexicalunits of the considered partition)

Partitioned by:
• source page = Giorgia
Meloni, Matteo Salvini;
Laura Boldrini, Nicola
Zingaretti

CONTENT DETECTION

Content Analysis:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SPECIFIC INGROUP
SUPERODINATE INGROUP
OUTGROUP
OTHERNESS
AGENCY
COMMUNALITY
COVID-19

Valence of polarity:
•
•

• time = Conte II Cabinet
(05-09-2019/13-02-2021)

The four parameter for calculating word-specificities
(cfr. Lébart et al., 1989; Lébart et al. 1998)

NEGATIVE
POSITIVE

Results
Metric characteristics of the corpora under examination

Comments retrieved:

Metrics

12936

21952

1424

7484

Populist

Non-populist

Giorgia Meloni
Matteo Salvini

Laura Boldrini
Nicola Zingaretti

Corpus size (N)

Total number of words

517137

154232

Vocabulary size (V)

Number of distinct words

49386

23772

Lexical density (V/N*100)

Percentage of distinct words

9,550

15,413

Hapax

Words with frequency = 1

23160

12132

Results
Wordclouds from Giorgia Meloni’s page comments (min. Freq.: 7; max: 747). Words represent the typical lexical nuclei, opposed to users’ comments from Salvini’s page.

INGROUP (SPECIFIC)

AGENCY

COMMUNALITY

INGROUP (SUPERORDINATE)

NEGATIVE

OUTGROUP

POSITIVE

Giorgia (747), politics (735), our (681), pay (436), must (338), unfortunately (292), europe (256), dear giorgia (238), very good (238), honor (196), demonstrate (182), good giorgia (180), right (177), great giorgia (167), right-wing (164), meloni (162), country (149), intelligent (149), activity (143), create (139),
prepared (139), brothers of italy (131), able (131), proposals (114), consistency (114), go giorgia (113), homeland (109), giorgia meloni (108), national (107), thanks giorgia (102), centre-right (100), grow (100), esteem (96), sin (95), occupy (94), european (90), universal basic income (88), very good giorgia (87),
action (80), coherent (78), express (77), competence (73), guarantee (71), tricolour (69), recognition (69), current (67), determination (66), chance (61), good morning giorgia (60), income (59), huge (58), chatters (57), forced (57), extraordinary (56), participate (53), comic (51), correct (48), hello giorgia (46),
congratulations giorgia (46), imposed (46), will (45), patriot (44), renounce (42), center-right (42), giorgia, you are […] (40), allies (39), political class (37), dearest giorgia (34), giorgia, you… (32), assistance (32), let's remember (31), mrs. Meloni (29), little giorgia (28), grit (28), escape (27), BOI (26), you giorgia
(26), great giorgia (25), valid (25), giorgia, I am […] (24), liars (24), registered patriots group (24), great giorgia, you are […] (23), collectivity (23), incisive (20), giorgia, matteo (19), dear giorgia, I […] (18), dear giorgia, I am […] (18), giorgia you are great (18), go giorgia (18), dear meloni (17), partisans (17),
almirante (16), deputy meloni (16), UBI (16), heroic (16), giorgia thanks (14), you giorgia (14), full speed ahead giorgia (13), dep. Meloni (13), we're italian (13), stop chatting (13), good giorgia, you are […] (12), good day giorgia (12), giorgia, you have […] (12), mrs. Giorgia (12), national anthem (12), honour
(12), forward giorgia (11), good sunday giorgia (11), giorgia, I... (11), always great giorgia (11), commendable (11), dear giorgia you (11), always good giorgia (10), very good giorgia, you are (10), italian right (10), come on brothers of italy (10), giorgio almirante (10), giorgia, i […] you (10), giorgia, […] me (10),
just giorgia (10), universal basic income earners (10), very ugly (10), corruption (10), greetings giorgia (9), good morning giorgia (9), good evening giorgia (9), dear giorgia meloni (9), come on giorgia, you are […] (9), giorgia grande (9), our flag (9), w brothers of italy (9), you're very good (9), good giorgia, you
[…] (8), good morning giorgia, you are […] (8), dear giorgia, you are […] (8), giorgia though (8), giorgia always (8), you're right, giorgia (8), giorgia, i am […] (8), go on like this, giorgia (7), dear giorgia me (7), come on giorgia, we are […] (7), giorgia, you do […] (7), giorgia, i hope […] (7), great giorgia, you have
[…] (7), thanks giorgia for having […] (7), my dear giorgia (7), deputy giorgia meloni (7), linearity (7).

Results
Wordclouds from Matteo Salvini page comments (min. Freq.: 12; max: 1621). Words represent the typical lexical nuclei, opposed to users’ comments from Meloni’s page.

INGROUP (SPECIFIC)

OTHERNESS

INGROUP (SUPERORDINATE)

COVID-19

AGENCY

OUTGROUP

COMMUNALITY

NEGATIVE

POSITIVE

Government (1621), we (838), matteo (836), shame (647), salvini (588), league (478), bad (400), health (381), unable (341), hug (300), send (288), DP (275), masks (270), umbria (203), landings (197), treatment (186), great matteo (186), immigrants (183), come on matteo (179), don't give up (176), italian people
(174), win (170), lucia borgonzoni (165), lombardy (164), dear matteo (155), calm (143), great online politics (135), matteo salvini (132), affection (121), thanks matteo (112), lamorgese (111), vaccine (111), you are great (107), hospitality (106), good morning matteo (106), leaguers (103), #iostoconsalvini (101),
veneto (94), full speed ahead (93), unfits at government (92), escape (91), all italy (89), hello matteo (85), migrants (81), good matteo (79), azzolina (78), go league (77), kiss (72), fontana (71), we love you (70), big kisses (68), patience (68), sick (65), zaia (65), bullshits (59), thieves (59), goodnight matteo (54),
you matteo (47), matteo (46), bonaccini (44), go salvini (44), big hug (42), dear salvini (41), don't give up, captain (38), bertolaso (36), we are with you (35), arcuri (35), tireless (34), matteo, I […] you (33), go lucia (32), close the ports (32), we love you (32), go ahead, league (31), great salvini (31), security decrees
(30), toninelli (29), congratulations, matteo (28), italy fine you (28), full speed ahead, captain (27), go matteo (27), come on umbria (27), long live the league (27), matteo, you are […] (26), refugees (26), lucia borgonzoni (25), LL the league (24), go captain (22), good captain (22), always with you, matteo (22),
#26januaryvoteleague (22), dearest matteo (21), matteo, I […] (21), closed ports (21), matteo, your […] (21), emilia liberation days (20), thanks salvini (20), poor guys (20), haters (20), go matteo go (19), very good matteo (19), best wishes captain (18), good morning matteo good (18), good evening matteo (18),
good sunday matteo (18), matteo, you have […] (18), always salvini (17), full speed ahead matteo (17), good night matteo (17), borgonzoni (17), matteo you are great (17), senator salvini (17), fornero (17), vote league (17), salvini, you are […] (17), we always are (17), you're great matteo (17), dear matteo, I am
[…] (16), matteo mi (16), good morning to you matteo (16), good salvini (16), LL salvini (16), mr. Salvini (16), lombardy region (15), good to you (14), always matteo (14), great matteo, we are […] (14), greetings matteo (14), matteo, you do […] (14), #borgonzonipresident (14), thanks matteo, you are […] (14),
#salvinipremier (14), you are great matteo (14), you are great captain (14), huge matteo (13), great matteo salvini (13), matteo you are unique (13), merry christmas matteo (13), we want you (13), you are us (13), forward matteo (12), good day matteo (12), long live salvini (12), matteo we are with you (12),
mister salvini (12),

Results
Wordclouds from Laura Boldrini’s page comments (min. Freq.: 2; max: 124). Words represent the typical lexical nuclei, opposed to users’ comments from Zingaretti’s page.

INGROUP (SPECIFIC)

OTHERNESS

AGENCY

INGROUP (SUPERORDINATE)

COMMUNALITY

OUTGROUP

NEGATIVE

COVID-19

POSITIVE

Italy (124), laura (64), can (61), beautiful (49), free (40), important (34), freedom (31), esteem (30), humanity (27), represent (25), know (23), I would like (23), comparisons (22), ignorance (22), able (20), consider (18), egypt (18), insults (18), recognize (18), nice (18), battle (17), express (16), institutions (16), trump
(16), thanks laura (15), laura boldrini (15), tolerance (15), they should (14), condemnation (12), discrimination (11), president of the republic (11), republic (11), they deserve (11), wonderful (11), dear laura (10), complaint (10), sensitivity (10), I admire (10), leaguers (9), civilization (9), anti-fascist (8), badness (8),
claim (8), emotion (8), perfect (8), banal (7), biden (7), peaceful (7), protest (7), resistence (7), union (7), welcome (6), I believe (6), equality (6), visit (6), satisfaction (6), fellow citizens (5), mussolini (5), homotransphobia (5), pertini (5), regeni (5), functional (5), sacrosanct (5), boycott (4), manage (4), egyptian (4),
greta (4), lukashenko (4), orban (4), refugees (4), hungary (4), zaki (4), unforgettable (4), erdogan (3), performers (3), incarcerate (3), nomads (3), UBI (3), relations (3), safety (3), resilience (3), accident (2), hallucinating (2), escort (2), LGBT+ (2), homobitransphobia (2), recovery fund (2).

Results
Wordclouds from Nicola Zingaretti’s page comments (min. Freq.: 21; max: 773). Words represent the typical lexical nuclei, opposed to users’ comments from Boldrini’s
page.

INGROUP (SPECIFIC)

COVID-19

INGROUP (SUPERORDINATE)

AGENCY

OUTGROUP

NEGATIVE

OTHERNESS

POSITIVE

Government (637), DP (510), party (507), school (349), zingaretti (307), left (243), take (229), hospitals (213), vaccine (208), region (199), renzi (196), salvini (182), lazio (169), health care (167), Nicola (133), close (127), medical doctors (121), hate (116), virus (105), mask (104), risk (100), covid (98), Nicola
zingaretti (96), contagions (94), care (91), dead (88), lazio region (85), invest (80), re-open (76), swab (74), trust (72), honesty (71), dear zingaretti (64), win (63), dear Nicola (61), chatter (61), restart (53), die (48), five stars (47), senior citizens (44), force Nicola (43), seriousness (42), to achieve (37), M5S (35), full
speed ahead (35), parliamentary (35), good zingaretti (33), gentle (32), doing (32), good Nicola (31), democratic party (30), full pandemic (29), lazio health care (29), disgust (28), quality (26), mr. Zingaretti (25), disappointment (24), great zingaretti (24), book (24), rebuild (24), students (23), emergency services
(23), spallanzani (23), hypocrite (22), lockdown (22), chinese (21), great Nicola (21), good job (21), bed places (21).

Results
Affective expressions by the followers towards their leader. Values indicate words occurence frequencies scaled by the size of the respective corpus.

Giorgia MELONI

Matteo SALVINI

Laura BOLDRINI

Nicola ZINGARETTI

0,19%

0,16%

0,80%
0,70%

0,75%

0,60%
0,50%

0,61%

0,40%
0,30%
0,20%
0,10%
0,00%

Results
Naming strategies employed in the comments to the four leaders. Values indicate words occurence frequencies scaled by the size of the respective corpus.

1,80%

0,45%

1,60%

0,40%

1,40%

0,35%

1,20%

0,30%

1,00%

0,25%

0,80%

0,20%

0,60%

0,15%

0,40%

0,10%

0,20%

0,05%

0,00%

First name only
(e.g. «Giorgia», «Matteo»)

0,00%

0,30%
0,25%
0,20%
0,15%
0,10%
0,05%

Surname only
(e.g. «Meloni», «Salvini»)

0,00%

Name + surname
(e.g. «Giorgia Meloni»,
«Matteo salvini»)

0,05%
0,07%

0,05%
0,04%

0,06%

0,04%

0,05%

0,03%
0,02%

0,03%

0,02%
0,01%

0,02%

0,01%

0,01%

0,00%

Giorgia MELONI

Laura BOLDRINI

Matteo SALVINI

Nicola ZINGARETTI

0,04%

0,03%

Personal title
(e.g. «Mrs. Meloni», «Mr. Salvini»,
«Mr. Zingaretti»)

0,00%

Office title
(e.g. «Deputy meloni», «senator
salvini», «Secretary Zingaretti»)

Discussion and conclusions
Corpus pair comparison concerning the first 6 objectives

Comments to GIORGIA MELONI

Comments to MATTEO SALVINI

SPECIFIC AND
SUPERODINATE IDENTITY

A greater articulation of references to the specific ingroup, while for the
superordinate ingroup there is a referral to political allies and politics in
general.

Specific ingroup: references to politics and the italian people, but at the
same time to Lombardy and Veneto, historical territorial settlements of
the League.

OUTGROUP

For Meloni's followers, the outgroup is about europe and citizenship
income.

In this case the opposite occurs with greater articulation in Salvini's
followers, whose referrals are to the Conte II cabinet and its ministers,
as well as to the DP.

OTHERNESS

A such dimension characterizes only Salvini's followers in reference to
the migratory phenomenon, described as invasive with the reference to
landings.

COVID-19

Salvini's followers only refer to this theme, with references to safeguard
and prevention practices.

AGENTIC AND COMMUNAL
DIMENSIONS

Counter-stereotypical trend: many more references to agentic
linguistic markers.

Counter-stereotypical trend: a greater attention to communal linguistic
markers.

NEGATIVE AND POSITIVE
EVALUATIONS

More developed by Meloni's followers, with a particular reference to
positive appreciations,

Negative words are more emotionally charged, according to the
communication frame proposed by Salvini himself (Sensales, Di Cicco,
Baldner, 2021, Gerbaudo, 2018).

Discussion and conclusions
Corpus pair comparison concerning the first 6 objectives

Comments to LAURA BOLDRINI

Comments to Nicola ZINGARETTI

SPECIFIC AND
SUPERODINATE IDENTITY

Specific ingroup: the references are more centered on the leader, even if
there are references to anti-fascism, Giulio Regeni and Sandro Pertini.
Superordinate ingroup is instead linked to the institutional dimension, to
Italy, but also to international politics with quotes from Joe Biden, Greta
Thunberg and Patrick Zaki.

The name of the leader is present although more peripheral, with more
references to the party, to the left and directly to the DP.
Superordinate ingroup references are anchored to the regional
dimension, but also to the government and parliament.

OUTGROUP

A wide lexicographic articulation referred to the international level, cited
both with the names of conservative and autocratic leaders and of nondemocratic European countries. At the same time, there are only two
referrals to Italian outgroups with Mussolini and Leaguers.

In the comments to Zingaretti’s posts, however, there is only one referral
to the leader of the League Matteo Salvini.

OTHERNESS

Also, for this dimension, similar trends can be seen with Boldrini's
followers who cite the diverse world of otherness, including refugees,
without exhausting them in these and condemning the discrimination to
which they are subject.

For the followers of Zingaretti, however, this world is evoked only with
reference to the Chinese.

COVID-19

Opposite trends are present for Covid-19, which is indirectly evoked by
Boldrini's followers with the only referral to the Next Generation EU
(recovery fund).

References to prevention, contrast, and treatment and schools. This
result reflects the great effort of the Lazio region, whose President is
Zingaretti himself, in develping counter-pandemic policies.

Boldrini's followers are attentive to both dimensions

Zingaretti's followers focus only on the agentic one, consistent with a
gender-stereotypical vision of their leader.

The evaluative aspects show both the negative (blaming the political
opponents) and positive polarity (praising the ingroup's political and
societal values).

These are also implicitly evoked by Zingaretti's followers, who also
produce positive evaluative aspects directly related to their leader.

AGENTIC AND COMMUNAL
DIMENSIONS
NEGATIVE AND POSITIVE
EVALUATIONS

Discussion and conclusions

General considerations concerning the last 2 objectives of the study

Affective expressions

appear to be linked to the political area rather than gender.
Comments to populist leaders are more inclined towards these
expressions compared to left-wing non populist leaders. Within
this main difference, counter-stereotypical trends can be
seen in Salvini's followers, who favor affection more than
Meloni's followers.
In the non-populist pair, there is instead a slight difference in
favor of Boldrini's followers compared to Zingaretti's
followers.

Naming strategies

confirm the stereotypical
trends highlighted in the literature. The two women leaders are referred to
with their first name only more frequently than their men colleagues, while
the surname is only for the two men leaders.
In this case, however, the differences are clear for the populist pair and
decidedly nuanced for the non-populist pair.
For the use of the name and surname, the only real difference markedly
concerns Laura Boldrini, both for Zingaretti and the other two leaders.
Regarding the forms of address, counter-stereotypical trends can be seen
only for the populist couple, with Meloni called with her institutional
political position more than Salvini.
But Meloni is at the same time the most stereotypically named with the
personal form of address, compared to Salvini.

Discussion and conclusions
Conclusion

Focusing on comments revealed interesting results
showing how the followers interact with their leaders,
by activating both gender stereotypes and
counter-stereotypes. In this way, we showed the
dynamic of social representations of four leaders.

Concerning COVID-19 pandemic, we did not find
gender differences related to war and/or care
metaphor, due to a lack of narrative linked to war
metaphor. Only the men leaders manage the
pandemic in a detailled way.

Our results confirming our theoretical framework, showed how gender
stereotypes follow discontinuous trends. In this way, we demonstrate how
gender could be a fluid identity concept, connected to the
intersectionality. Our results are interpretable:
1. According to gender roles;
2. According to political differences between populist and
non-populist laypeople.

Regarding the affective expressions and naming
strategies, the general tendency to favour a «low»
language, marker of populism (Ostinguy, 2017) is
confirmed.

Discussions and conclusions
Limits and future developments

Limits
• Our survey focused on comments only, preventing us from verifying the sintony /
dystonia with the posts of the leaders;
• We couldn't explore the impact posts have on follower comments.

Future developments
• To overcome the limitations set out above, the continuation of the study involves
the analysis of the posts of the 2 pairs of leaders, to allow a comparison with the
comments of their followers.
• To analyze the usage context of the personal address, to understand whether it
expresses a critical opinion toward a certain leader (e.g. “Mr. Zingaretti” could be
a polemical expression by a detractor)
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1.Event background
2.Visual landscape
3.Chosen picture – iconic
representation
4.Power of body representation
5.Visual activism theoretical framework
implemented

Wo m e n ’s s t r i k e

Visual
media
landscape

The empowerment of this event was derived from taking over the concept of the strike and providing

an inclusive space to connect different actions related to struggles for reproductive rights.

A strategy of cooptation and occupation of typical protest actions reserved for wage labour : IN
FAVOUR OF FEMALE RIGHTS
/Kubisa, Rakowska, 2018/

The initial aims of the protests were an expression of anger against the Constitutional Tribunal ruling
and the defence of women's rights. These extended to a broader range of goals over the following days.
In October 2020 , the All-Poland Women's Strike summarised the aims; The goals were communicated
through banners, slogans and protesters' discussions, stating that the aims of the protests included a
return to the rule of law.
Further demands included full women's rights, legal abortion, sex education, and contraception;
ROLE OF THE VISUAL MEDIA WAS INDISPUTABLE – REPORTING/ MEDIATING AND AGITATING

„Petrol
bottles in JPG
format” - the
IMAGES of
protest
@Jarek Kubicki

VISUAL ICON

WOMAN’S BODY

WOMEN’S STRIKE
Visual structures do not simply reproduce the
structure of "reality".
They are the products of social dispositions and of
semiotic work.
As such they interpret reality, and they can do so in
different ways. And while visual structures of the
kind I seek to identify here do play an important role
in the depiction of specific themes, they also
constitute general compositional principles that can
be applied across a wide range of genres, themes
and representational media.
Visual composition is never merely formal: it has
deeply important semantic and ideological
dimensions. /Aiello, Parry, 2020/
RATS AGENECY/ KAROL
GRYGORUK

VISUAL ICON

IMAGE AND ITS
MESSAGE
This presentation analyses the image of the
protesting woman as an iconic representation.
The methodology used is derived from visual
social semiotics.
The interpretative frame is the theory of social
activism and the paradigm of critical studies of
media visuality.

Visual socio-semiotics can help answer questions
about the importance and functions of activist
photography in the context of media coverage of
the socio-political rebellion and social
disturbance.

“ To p h o t o g r a p h p e o p l e i s t o v i o l a t e t h e m , b y
seeing them as they never see themselves, by
having knowledge of them that they can never
have; it turns people into objects that can be
symbolically possessed. Just as a camera is a
sublimation of the gun, to photograph someone
is
a
subliminal
murder
a
soft
m u r d e r,
a p p r o p r i a t e t o a s a d , f r i g h t e n e d t i m e .”
― Susan Sontag, On Photography

SONTAG WAS WRONG ?

powerful condensational image
Dahmen, Mielczarek, Morrison, 2019: 454
Image of a female protester as an iconic representation

‘photojournalistic icons’ as ‘photographic images appearing in print, electronic, or
digital media
widely recognized and remembered, are understood to be representations of
historically significant events, activate strong emotional identification or response,
and are reproduced across a range of media, genres, or topics’.
• For the believer: icons are considered to be a mirror or portal into the holy
• some news photographs have been called “secular icons”
• symbolically “simplify” ideas, historical events, and sentiments to an exemplary
form, thus becoming metonyms that stand in for larger, more complex
phenomena
• arising out of a news event that evokes primary cultural themes, contradictions,
tensions
• allow countercultural and subversive readings - challenge dominant
interpretations and prevailing narratives in the media and society feminist voice

6 criteria for the process
of how the media select
and make images iconic

An icon is
‘an image that refers
to something outside
of its individual
components’ and
carries a symbolic
meaning for scores of
viewers

1
the
image
must
represent a significant
or novel news event
YES

2
an icon emerges by its ability to
act as a metonym of the event in
how
it
represents
or
characterizes
the
event;
the
image becomes a marker that can
stand for the event
YES

t h e ‘c e l e b r i t y ’ o f t h e
image and how the
media take the image,
frame it, and then
p r o m o t e it as t h e s i n g l e
visual of the event
YES

3

4
t h e p r o m i n e n c e of d i s p l a y, w h i c h
occurs when news managers publish
or broadcast the image in elite news
outlets in prime positions, such as
the top of the broadcast
YES/ MEYBE - RQ

5
construct speaks to the
frequency of the image
and considers how the
image appears across
media outlets or becomes
the subject of numerous
stories and analysis YES

6
an image becomes iconic through its
ability to generate a primordial
theme
through
evocation
of
constructs
of
good
versus
bad,
i r o n y, c o n f l i c t , e t c .
YES
F R E E D O M - V I O L AT I O N O F R I G T H S

Feminist collective
visual media
self-representation

THE PHOTO
AND ITS MEDIA-LIFE
CYCLE
“ ( … ) t h e n p r o m o t e it
as t h e s i n g l e v i s u a l o f
the event”

WHY?????
THIS SINGLE
VISUAL

Gillian Dyer

(in Gillian Rose: Visual Methodologies 2007)

4 categories of body
description in visual message:
body presentation

( a g e , g e n d e r, r a c e , h a i r, s i z e , l o o k )

behavior/manner presentation

props

(eye-contact, pose,
activity)

(artifacts) used by described
human

in setting

Content of images is the power that
influences spectators to re- produce and
r e - c i r c u l a t e t h e m ( ‘ v i r a l ’, S M ) . T h i s u s e
of power of images in this context is
best known as ‘visual activism’
/Mirzoeff 2015/
Visual activism foregrounds:
how the re-production and redistribution of images, photographs, and
audio-visuals of activists contribute to
the emergence and dynamics of
collective resistance
/ M a t t o n i a n d Te u n e 2 0 1 4 /
citizenship / collective mobilizations
/orchestrated by citizens can access/ use
SM as media of visualization to
proliferate such photographs.

ACTIVISM
HERO/ AUTHOR
MESSAGE/ SENDER
Feminist protest during Women’s Strike in Warsaw
(Poland); Karolina Micuła as heroinę/ protagonist;
Author: Karol Grygoruk (RATS Agency);

Visual activism – contemporar y

shif t

in visual media production and dissemination

https://archiwumprotestow.pl/en/content/
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